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Best Quality - Lowest Cost - Shortest Lead Time - Best Safety - High Morale
through shortening the production flow by eliminating waste

Just-in-Time
- Right part, right amount, right time
- Takt time planning
- Continuous flow
- Pull system
- Quick changeover
- Integrated logistics

People & Teamwork
- Selection
- Common goals
- Ringi decision making
- Cross-trained

Continuous Improvement

Waste Reduction
- Genchi Genbutsu
- Eyes for Waste
- Problem
- 5 Why's
- Solving

Jidoka
- (In-station quality)
- Make Problems Visible
- Automatic stops
- Andon
- Person-machine separation
- Error proofing
- In-station quality control
- Solve root cause of problems (5 Why's)

Leveled Production (heijunka)
Stable and Standardized Processes
Visual Management
Toyota Way Philosophy

Figure 3-3. The Toyota Production System
Paraphrased

• “Inspection and statistical quality control come too late in the process to totally eradicate all quality problems.”

• Quality must be tackled up-front. It must be built into each process.
To err is human.

People can
- and despite their best intentions -
will make inadvertent errors (mistakes).

ERROR $\rightarrow$ DEFECT
Applicability of Mistakeproofing Principles to Work Operations (after Figure 1 in Godfrey et al. 2005, attributed to Prof. Takeshi Nakajo, redrawn and color-coded by Tommelein)
Genrich Altshuller

Theory of Inventive Problem Solving (TRIZ)
Prism of TRIZ Problem Solving Solutions

40 Principles
Trends of Technical Evolution
Effects Database
76 Standard Solution

World’s conceptual problems

Abstraction

Your problem

World’s conceptual solutions

Trigger Specific Application

Traditional Approach

Your solution
40 TRIZ PRINCIPLES, a sample:

2 Taking Out: Separate an interfering part or property from an object, or single out the only necessary part (or property) of an object.

3 Local Quality: 3.3 Make each part of an object fulfill a different and useful function.

4 Asymmetry: 4.1 Change the shape of an object from symmetrical to asymmetrical.

6 Universality: 6.1 Make a part or object perform multiple functions; eliminate the need for other parts.

11 Beforehand Cushioning: Prepare emergency means beforehand to compensate for the relatively low reliability of an object.

12 Equipotentiality: Change the condition of the work in such a way that it will not require lifting or lowering an object.

14 Spheroidality (Curvature): Instead of using rectilinear parts, surfaces, or forms, use curvilinear ones...

18 Mechanical Vibration: Cause an object to oscillate or vibrate.

23 Feedback: 23.1 Introduce feedback (referring back, cross-checking) to improve a process or action.

32 Color changes: 32.1 Change the color of an object or its external environment.
Wheeled Cart with “Dead Man” Legs

CONCERN: Cart (as shown, loaded with ~1,600 kg or 3,500 pounds of glass) may tilt over or collapse due to wheel/caster failure, and crush or kill a worker.

COUNTERMEASURE: Added a “dead man” concept (circled in red) to each of the 4 corners of the fabricated cart to prevent cart from tilting over or collapsing in case of wheel/caster failure.


Mistakeproofing Principle: MITIGATE

TRIZ Principle 3 Local Quality: 3.3 Make each part of an object fulfill a different and useful function.
Table Saw Stop

**CONCERN:** People use their hands to push material and cut it with the table saw. Their hand may get caught by the blade.

Table saws have blade guards to reduce the likelihood of a hand getting caught, but workers may find these to be impractical and remove them.

**COUNTERMEASURE:** “The SawStop saw detects contact with skin. The blade carries a small electrical signal, which the safety system continually monitors. When skin contacts the blade, the signal changes because the human body is conductive. The change to the signal activates the safety system.”

**Mistakeproofing Principle:** MITIGATE

**TRIZ Principle 11 Beforehand Cushioning:** Prepare emergency means beforehand to compensate for the relatively low reliability of an object.
### Rumble Strip

**CONCERN:** Distracted or sleepy drivers may veer off the road.

**COUNTERMEASURE:** Rumble strips cause the vehicle to make a loud noise (auditory feedback) that alerts the driver, who can then avoid running off the road.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mistakeproofing Principle:</th>
<th>DETECT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRIZ Principle 18 Mechanical Vibration:</strong></td>
<td>Cause an object to oscillate or vibrate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tension Bolt

CONCERN: Structural bolts must have the proper pretension in order to be functional. This tension is achieved by torqueing the bolt however torque is not a reliable indicator of tension.

COUNTERMEASURE: Squirter DTIs are compressible washers that show when a bolt reaches its target tension, independent of torque, by expressing orange-colored material.


Mistakeproofing Principle: DETECT

TRIZ Principle 23 Feedback: 23.1 Introduce feedback (referring back, cross-checking) to improve a process or action.
Towel Bar Installation Template

CONCERN: Mounting a towel bar on a wall requires accurate measurement of the spacing between screws.

COUNTERMEASURE: The towel bar packaging acts as a template to facilitate installation by identifying the location of the drill holes, thereby eliminating the need to measure the distance between screws and then marking the location before drilling holes.

The template is held level and taped to the wall. The location of the 4 drill holes needed are illustrated on the template without requiring any additional work. Use of templates makes it significantly easier and faster to complete the work.

Mistakeproofing Principle: FACILITATE

TRIZ Principle 6 Universality: 6.1 Make a part or object perform multiple functions; eliminate the need for other parts.
Rotating Jig and Clamps to Hold Welded Steel Element

CONCERN:
- Welders must bend or reach over and twist their bodies to access connections to be welded.
- Weld material runs down due to gravity.

COUNTERMEASURE: “ConXtech is the first manufacturing facility […] to weld, in a production environment, Hollow Structural Steel (HSS) columns entirely in the horizontal position.”
- Welder works at ergonomically comfortable height and can turn by hand the column to the right position.
- Weld material is deposited horizontally.


Mistakeproofing Principle: FACILITATE

TRIZ Principle 12 Equipotentiality: Change the condition of the work in such a way that it will not require lifting or lowering an object
Color-changing Paint

CONCERN: when using white paint to paint over a white ceiling, it is hard to see which areas have already been painted, so application may be uneven.

COUNTERMEASURE: Additives to the paint make the white paint look pink for as long as it is wet. When it dries, it gradually turns white.

Image source: Glidden® EZ Track Ceiling Paint, kk.org/cooltools/ glidden-ceiling/ visited 3 Oct. 2017

Mistakeproofing Principle: FACILITATE

TRIZ Principle 32 Color changes: 32.1 Change the color of an object or its external environment.
Connection Plug and Wiring of Linear Light Fixture

CONCERN:
- Electrical wires may get connected wrongly.
- Electricians must work at elevation to wire linear light fixtures, which is strenuous.

COUNTERMEASURE:
In the shop, install clips to end the wiring on each fixture. Put on correctly, these clips can snap together in only one way (asymmetry) so that the wires will always be connected correctly. On site, the electrician’s installation work at elevation won’t take much time nor be as strenuous.


Mistakeproofing Principle: PREVENT

TRIZ Principle 4 Asymmetry: 4.1 Change the shape of an object from symmetrical to asymmetrical.
Round Manhole Cover

**CONCERN:** The cover for an opening that is rectangular (e.g., a ground excavation), can be turned sideways and fall into the opening. People working underneath inside the opening would be in harm’s way.

**COUNTERMEASURE:** A manhole cover is round because a round object cannot fall through a circular opening of at least the same diameter, no matter how it is positioned.


**Mistakeproofing Principle:** PREVENT

**TRIZ Principle 14 Spheroidality (Curvature):** Instead of using rectilinear parts, surfaces, or forms, use curvilinear ones…
## Two Nearly Identical Circular Saws: Corded and Cordless

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONCERN:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- The electrical cord on a power tool limits the worker’s working range.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The cord attached to the tool and any extension cords may get tangled or damaged in use, and create a tripping hazard.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTERMEASURE:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eliminate cord and tripping hazard by using batteries to supply electricity to power tool.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LIMITATION:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative to corded tools, battery-powered tools tend to have less power and are more limited in capacity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mistakeproofing Principle:

**ELIMINATE**

### TRIZ Principle 2 Taking Out:

Separate an interfering part or property from an object, or single out the only necessary part (or property) of an object.

Please share your examples!
P2SL-mistakeproofing.berkeley.edu

p2sl@berkeley.edu
p2sl.berkeley.edu